
THE CEO OF NIGHTLIFE: ROAD TO NIGHTLIFE MARATHON 3.00[GOING WORLD FUCKING 
WIDE WITH MY ENERGYYYY LIKE NO ONE ELSE] 

Fuck me. Again 10 000 plus views in an couple of months. I am the ceo of nightlife. I 
want quality, not quantity. I started with my local night dance bars/pubs. But it is just 
full of kids these days. They don’t know how to party. And are not used to the rules of 
nightlife. The side effect of lockdowns kuh kuh. 

I come in. And own the place in no time. But off course you always have the fools that 
always try to act cool. They always think they can brag with fancy clothes, with 
rivalling each other. And always I laugh my ass off. These kids have zero clue how life 
works. I always need to act. Like just acting silly or tired. Then you have the toxic 
girls that want attention but don’t deserve my attention. And once I step on the 
dancefloor the toxic fools leave.  

Because they are no match to me. Nope instead… I create an light and atmosphere. 
More people join in.  



They don’t understand how I dance, but I just don’t care. Because once you are the 
one that stays positive. You start to create momentum. Insecure people just shut up 
or follow the loudest toxic fool.  

But this doesn’t work to me. I am just myself. I danced countless times with women. 
Had countless times applause/cheering. But that is just because I shine positivity out. 
Because once I feel the music I am in an different world. 

There was that one time that I was standing still all the time. Smiled with an grin. 
Stand up 5 hours later. And suddenly had the most attractive girl in my arms, on 
stage when the song “girls just wanna have fun” was playing. Everyone was looking. I 
kept dancing. We had chemistry. But that moment I just left the place. It was too 
much for me. I wrote an in dept memoire about that night, I wrote actually dozens of 
memoires. Because it was for myself an learning process. 

On that moment I literally thought that I was not worth it to kiss her. Because I was 
like redlight district famous and notorious for it. It was an normal thing to me. But I 
couldn’t mix it. Nightlife was a relieve. Not an place to date. That is how I thought. 
This took me years. I always entertained. But once an girl came to close and personal 
I pushed her away of me. Because if I want to date someone then I don’t want an 
cheap fuck. Nope I want someone worth it to spend my energy and time into it. If we 
speak about porn. Porn is different. It is only between professionals, it’s an act, it’s an 
adventure, there is no taboo, and they are actually very hygienic. 

It is just ridiculous how many guys think they know how to interact. You have the 
cheap ones. Those are the ones that kiss and hug. Have no fear to interact physically.  

But an couple of days later they realise it just ended with an kiss or an one night 
stand.  

Like for real. I saw all the time naked girls. Do you really think I am that easily 
attracted.  

You know what attracts me? Happy girls, girls with emotions/expressions. Because 
they are way more deep then just the spotlight girl on the floor that thinks she is a 
supermodel🤦 .  

And maybe a fun fact. Those that are silent/shy or not all the time with an 
smartphone in hands are probably the most fun ones once you break the ice. 

In concerts you have awesome atmosphere. Only in the ones with limited capacity/
that are sold out. Else whole the crowd goes to it. High class artists and vips is more 
my cup of tea. Because there you are connected with the artist, find a lot of open 
minded /deep minded people. Because not everyone pays high amounts of money to 
get an vip ticket. Those people are usually more grown up, have an portfolio or busy 
life. An interesting character. Off course you also have the chance that there is only a 
skybox or special unique view instead of really an backstage feeling. Charlotte De 
Witte and Amelie Lens host their own events. And it are one of the best events you 
can attend to in Belgium. Tomorrowland on the other hand is way too overcrowded 
and too popular. So you end up with people that normally never party. But just love 
the exclusivity feel(ing)🤦 . Rave rebels their vip tickets are actually regular tickets 
with an opportunity to watch the event upstairs. It is an amazing experience. To see 
all those lights. But 70% of the time you end up again downstairs. Because what is 



the point of staying there. See. Vip is not always worth the money. But if it is 
backstage. Then it is an no brainer. 

Nightclubs are the only place where you can dance. Where all different layers of 
society come together as one mass. 

It is funny. You always have people that try to make you feel bad without a reason, or 
people that want to sabotage you. Because they can’t dance and they feel insecure 
once you dance and attract all ladies. Or too much people are on drugs. Are drunk. 
Etc. Then you have the difference between clubbers, students, ravers, or the rich kids 
that even don’t know how to party🤦 . Don’t get me wrong. You have rich people that 
can party. But you have also the wanna be rich kids that think they are it all. And 
these are the worst. They will try to put everyone down to feel them better. But most 
of the times they end up as the fool or leave early. Because they have no connection 
with nightlife. Nightlife is about loosing your mind, drama, music, atmosphere, 
connection. If you come to hunt. You probably will end up with an slut that is also not 
there for the music. But most of all. You will get rejected. Because most true clubbers 
love to just have fun. If you only show your intentions for hunting people will soon 
realise that. Most of the times only the students aka newbies of nightlife will fall for it. 
Because they are outgoing and don’t even know what partying is. It is all new to 
them. They love all girls or guys/the chase/the music. The atmosphere. They are in 
the full experimentation period. If you go to nightclubs that are 18+ or 21+ restricted. 
Then you will experience a way more bigger connection. Everybody is just himself, 
they have a good time and are past the experimental fase. The techno crowd/ravers 
are even an better experience. They are truly an community of their own. They 
express them boldly, half naked/bdsm style, provocating clothing/style. Because they 
know that nightlife is all about the experience. That doesn’t mean that they are easy 
to get laid. They just express themselves way more boldly then an average clubber. 
Another big thing about techno/raver people is that they are very nice, love music, 
they all rave together, don’t stand still. They create an unique connection with the dj. 
The atmosphere is super magical. These people are the best party people. They don’t 
drink them drunk. They drink water or are more used to hydration. They dance all 
night long. And the vibe is just crazy awesome. Going to an nightclub or to an rave is 
really 2 total different experiences. No wonder that nightlife in Germany is full of dress 
codes, no photo/video policy. All the time that I went to nightlife I captured some 
moments. But once i got an moment my phone stayed in my pockets. I just had way 
too much fun in nightlife. Especially on techno events. So Germany will be a no 
brainer in nightlife marathon 3.00. Don’t ask me when I will do this. Because now at 
this moment I just feel fulfilled. Don’t want to waste my energy. Because if I come to 
nightlife I always need to stay active. And burn over 6000 calories in just 4 hours 
time. So no fucking way that I always come to nightlife. I can’t play all the time. I 
need to work on my visions. They need to become an reality.Life is about decisions 
you know. 

Trust me. I just love to dance, go into the beat, go in an different world to feel in 
trance by the music. There is a big chance I ignore everyone and close my eyes. Wake 
up hours later, exhausted.  

I love models/girls in general. But truth is that most of them will not match me. That 
they are better off with somebody else that try to seduce them I guess. What is the 
point of seduction if you literally can get any supermodel with your dance moves. Or 
with money in redlight district. 

Right. I am sick of these vibes. I saw countless women. If I now interact with women 
then it is for 4 reasons. 1 she is a match, 2 Just brightening up her day without 



expecting anything in return. 3 a deep personality/interesting person. 4 she signed a 
model release 🤦 🧘 . 

See. I don’t hunt. I keep my eyes open. And open up if someone is interesting. But in 
fact. I have a way too busy life to put energy in this. I don’t have all the time to waste 
energy. I always step it up. My next nightlife marathon is over year x. This time I will 
go worldwide. City trips to all biggest raves/nightclubs worldwide. The vibe can 
become again completely different. Because every country has their own advantages 
and disadvantages… 

I am feeling fulfilled already. Reason why I just start with home made porn instead of 
visiting hookers. I just need an match that has the same traits. And everything will go 
in Godspeed next level. MICHAELGENTCITY PRODUCTIONS is already becoming an 
fact. And we are not even one year further. See. I visualise to the max. December 
2023 will be an huge upgrade. So I don’t give a fuck about my white walls, money, 
hunting an soulmate, etc. Because I am confident in my plans. And I  believe strongly 
in karma. What you put out/manifest to the world. Will come back to you. It is just 
logic thinking. 

Anyways speaking about nightlife marathon 3.00 is way too early. But don’t forget 
that nightlife marathon 2.00 was already calculated 4-5 years before. So i just follow 
the plan. Balance way more. Sleep way more. Make me more available. But upcoming 
months is all about exhaustion. Speaking about exhaustion. Needed to throw up 2 
times tonight from the intensity yesterday. But no matter what happens. I will stand 
again this evening back in the gym. Wednesday and in the weekends I take extra rest. 
Because I am really pushing my boundaries. Going to avril lavigne suddenly between 
my training was an tough challenge. Training can be boring. But hey. If you want to 
achieve something don’t expect an easy ride. It is all about dare, regularity, progress 
with many setbacks. Trial and error is an part of the game you know 👁 . 

NEVER GIVE UP☯ 👊 👁


